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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper, numerical and experimental study on flame merging behavior in group fires 
were carried out. The porous 15cm-square burner was used as a unit burner and propane was 
employed as a fuel. The burners with various numbers and heat release rates were placed in 
square configuration with various separation distances. Flame height using video images and 
temperature distribution with height using thermocouples were measured. The validity of 
numerical model of FDS (Fire Dynamics Simulator) from NIST (National Institute of 
Standards and Technology) was confirmed from the comparison with the experimental data. 
The comparison results show that FDS correctly simulate flame merging behavior in group 
fire. In addition, the transitional separation distance with frequent flame merging was 
determined by way of numerical simulation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
There are many areas inhabited densely and disorderedly by small buildings in lots of big 
cities all over the world. Once fires occur in these areas, it is easy to appear group fires. In the 
city fires emerged after the Great Hansin Earthquake (1995) in Japan, the developments of 
merged flames or flames affected by nearby flames in the firing zone were observed during 
the propagation of the city fire, and these flames propagated outward from some fire origins 
[1]. In fact, these flames in firing zone usually extended to nearby unburned areas through the 
paths and alleys between many houses, due to the thermal radiation and convection. And then 
flame merging behavior occurred, which is believed to make the fire more destructive, cause 
difficulties in fire fighting and often lead to fire whirls. 
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In spite of the dangerous nature of flame merging behavior, very few literatures are concerned 
to this study. Sugawa, et al. carried out the experiments with circle burners in 2 by 3 
configuration and LPG as fire sources [1], and with various line, square and circle fire sources 
in many shaped configurations and propane as fuel [2]. They reported the relationship between 
flame height, and heat release rate and separation distance among fire sources. However, there 
is no numerical study on flame merging behavior in group fires, which can reduce 
experimental expenditures and consider more conditions. 
 
Spaces around houses, as well as width and configuration of paths and arrays between houses, 
and heat release rates of fire sources affect the flame merging behavior and its flame height, 
which is always deemed to one of the clear indexes to access the fire hazard in the fire 
fighting being carried out in city fire site. So in this paper, a series of experiments considering 
various separation distances, numbers and heat release rates of fire sources were conducted. 
Flame height and temperature distribution with height were measured. Results from numerical 
simulation on flame merging behavior with LES (Large Eddy Simulation) in FDS are 
compared with experimental data, and the comparison results are discussed. And then 
numerical study was carried out to determine the transitional separation distance with frequent 
flame merging. 
 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
 

As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, square shaped porous diffusion 
burners of 0.15cm side (D) were located in various square 
configurations in the still atmosphere. Propane was employed 
as a fuel, which was supplied to each burner with the control 
of each flow rate meter. Gesso boards were placed at the 
height of the burner surface to simulate the ground surface. 
The heat release rate (Q) of each burner was set as 5.0, 7.5, 
10.0, 12.5, 15.0, 17.5 and 20.0kW. Separation distance (S) 
between burners was chosen as 0, 1, 2, 3cm, representing 
typical urban block arrangement in densely inhabited area. 
These values of Q, S and number of burners (N) were 
changed as experimental and numerical conditions. For fire 
sources configuration 4×4, the experiments with Q=17.5 and 
20.0kW were not conducted due to the large fire leading to 
out-of-control. And this is also the reason for not carrying out 
the experiments with 5×5, Q=12.5, 150, 17.5 and 20.0kW. 
The detailed presentation of the experimental setup can be 
found in Ref. [3]. 
 

Temperature was measured with K-type (chromel-alumel) thermocouples of a diameter of 
0.2mm, which were located in the centerline of experimental configuration. Fig. 1 shows the 
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Fig. 1 Elevation and plan 
views of measuring positions 
of temperature with 2 by 2 
configuration as an example 
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measuring positions with 2 by 2 configuration as an example. The values reported here of 
temperature were the average values of 30 data within 60s after the flames were stable. 
Flames were recorded with digital video, and flame heights were obtained with the average of 
the 60 visible flame tips height within 30s after the flame were stable.  
 

 

NUMERICAL MODELS 
 
Since FDS (Fire Dynamics Simulator) from NIST (National Institute of Standards and 
Technology) was publicly released in 2000 [4], much experimental work was conducted to 
validate the models in FDS [5-8]. Throughout its development, FDS has been also proved for 
providing a tool to study fundamental fire dynamical and combustion.  
 
Here we briefly summarize the models, including hydrodynamics model, combustion model 
and radiation model used in this study, adopted in the FDS code. Details of these models are 
supplied in Ref. [4]. In the equations below, all symbols have their usual fluid dynamical 
meanings, listed in nomenclature in the last section in this paper. 
 
Considering a thermally expandable ideal gas driven by a prescribed heat source, the 
equations of motion governing the fluid flow, Navier-Stokes equations, are written in a form 
suitable for low Mach number applications [9-10]. 

0/ =⋅∇+∂∂ ut rρρ                                                      (1) 
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These equations as the hydrodynamics model are deduced, simplified and solved numerically. 
The core algorithm is an explicit predictor-corrector scheme, second order accurate in space 
and time.  
 
The combustion model is based on mixture-fraction based infinitely fast chemistry kinetics. 

2×2 3×3 4×4 5×5 

Fig. 2 Fire sources located in various square configurations 
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The general form of the combustion reaction is: 
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The mixture fraction Z is defined as 
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And the mixture fraction satisfies the conversation law: 
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The model assumes that the reactions that consume fuel and oxidizer occur so rapidly that the 
fuel and oxidizer cannot co-exit. The flame sheet is the location where fuel and oxidizer 
vanish simultaneously: 
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Considering the resolution to capture the combustion and relating dynamics. An effective Zf is 
proposed to help the code capture the combusting region: 
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The benefit of the expression Zf,eff is that it provides a quantifiable measure of the grid 
resolution that takes into account not only the size of the grid cells, but also the size of the fire. 
And the state relation for oxygen is needed: 

For fZZ < , )/1()( effOO ZZYZY −= ∞                                     (10) 

   For fZZ > , 0)( =ZYO                                                 (11) 

The heat release rate of per unit volume is based on Huggett’s relationship of oxygen 
consumption [11]: 

OOmhq ′′′∆=′′′ &&                                                          (12) 

Here the oxygen consumption rate is given as: 
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The radiative transport equation (RTE) for a non-scattering gray gas is 
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The radiative loss term in the energy equation is 
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The net radiant energy gained by a grid cell is the difference between that which is absorbed 
and that which is emitted. The source term is defined as: 
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The radiant heat flux vector qr is defined as: 

    ∫ Ω= dsxsIxqr ),()(                                                    (17) 

 
In this study, a grid sensitivity analysis was performed to determine an appropriate number of 
cells considering numerical accuracy and computational efficiency. The study is intended to 
reveal the mesh sensitivity of the predicted flame height. As a test case, the numerical 
condition with 2 by 2 configuration, S=2cm and Q=15kW was undertaken. The results for 
these simulations demonstrate that the flame height calculated from meshes consisting of 
0.25cm grid cells, 0.50cm grid cells and 0.75cm grid cells, which cost the CPU time with 
8.53hr, 4.30hr and 3.67hr, respectively, show very little difference. The computer used for 
FDS simulation is Dell Dimension 8300 with Pentium IV 2.6GHz and 512M DDR RAM. As 
a result, for the simulations presented below 0.50cm grid cells was selected. The values of 
temperature in this simulation were the average values of 30 data within 5s after the flame 
was stable from the images of heat release rate per unit volume in Smokeview animation. 
Flame height in this simulation was also obtained with the average flame tips height from the 
60 images within 5s of heat release rate per unit volume in Smokeview animation. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
Comparisons between Numerical and Experimental Results 
The size limitation of this paper prevents all of the results being displayed, and so in this 
paper, only some typical numerical results and experimental data are presented. Fig. 3 shows 
data sequence of temperature distribution with height (a) and flame height in dimensionless 
form Lf/D (b) including experimental data and numerical results at fire sources configuration 
2×2 with separation distance S=2cm and dimensionless heat release rate Q*=1.5. Here Q*= 

Q/ ρ CpT0g1/2D5/2, ρ , Cp and T0 are density, specific heat and temperature of ambient air, 

respectively, and g is gravitational acceleration. The mean temperature distribution with 
height and flame height, and their standard deviation were then evaluated. These 
representative values are tabulated in Table 1. From comparison of the mean experimental 
flame height and temperature distribution data with height with numerical results, numerical 
values take on higher in most of data. For the standard deviation of flame height, 
experimental value is higher than numerical one, because the real flame flickers out and video 
images only capture discrete values of flame height. However, for numerical one, in fact, the 
heat release rate per unit volume in Smokeview animation, which is steadier than the real 
flame, gives the numerical flame height result. The standard deviations of experimental  
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Table 1 Mean and standard deviation of flame height and temperature distribution with height at fire 
sources configuration 2×2 with separation distance S=2cm and dimensionless heat release rate Q*=1.5. 
 

Temperature (oC) 
 

Flame 
height 
(cm) 

5 
cm 

15 
cm 

25
cm

35
cm

45
cm

55
cm

65
cm

75
cm

85
cm

95 
cm 

105 
cm 

115
cm

Numerical 
mean 90.8 672 861 831 813 621 513 390 373 269 205 156 154

Experimental 
mean 84.0 684 838 814 745 619 489 394 335 261 203 166 138

Numerical 
std. 11.9 70 98 108 147 172 161 99 69 92 106 101 79 

Experimental 
std. 17.5 18 19 23 34 40 38 26 19 16 12 11 12 

 
temperature data are much less than that of numerical results. The reason results in this is that 
thermocouples have the respective response times, and in fact the experimental temperature 
data are the average values of some time. Despite this, the numerical results accord relatively 
well with the experimental data considering the numerical model limitation and the 
experimental precision. 
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Fig. 3 Data sequence of temperature 
distribution with height (a) and flame height in 
dimensionless form (b)---Comparison of 
experimental data with numerical results at fire 
sources configuration 2 × 2 with separation 
distance S=2cm and dimensionless heat release 
rate Q*=1.5. 
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The results of the preliminary assessments of how well the flame merging behavior in group 
fires is simulated are shown in Fig. 4 and 5. Fig. 4 is the experimental data and numerical 
results of temperature distribution with height at four conditions: (a) fire sources 
configuration 2×2 with separation distance S=0cm, (b) 3×3 with S=1cm, (c) 4×4 with 
S=2cm, and (4) 5×5 with S=3cm. From the first view, the numerical results are close to the 
corresponding experimental data. But in most of data, predicted temperatures are higher than 
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Fig. 4 Temperature distribution with height---Comparison 
of experimental data with numerical results at four 
conditions: (a) fire sources configuration 2 × 2 with 
separation distance S=0cm, (b) 3×3 with S=1cm, (c) 4×4 
with S=2cm, and (4) 5×5 with S=3cm.  
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measured temperatures, which results from the mixture fraction combustion model in FDS. 
This model is based on the assumption that the combustion is mixing-controlled, which means 
the combustion occurs much more rapidly than the resolvable convective and diffusive 
phenomena. From Fig. 4, the result that the more heat release rate each burner leads to the 
higher temperature is obtained. The temperature distribution with the more heat release rate 
each burner, increases with height initially, and then decrease. But for the less one, the 
temperature distribution always decreases with height. 
 

 
Fig. 5 indicates the comparison of experimental data with numerical results of dependence of 
flame height in dimensionless form on heat release rate in dimensionless form at four 
separation distances (S=0, 1, 2, 3cm) and four fire sources configurations: (a) 2×2, (b) 3×3, 
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Fig. 5 Dependence of flame height in dimensionless form 
on heat release rate in dimensionless form---comparison 
of experimental data with numerical results at four 
separation distances (S=0, 1, 2, 3cm) and four fire sources 
configurations: (a) 2×2, (b) 3×3, (c) 4×4 and (d) 5×5. 
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(c) 4× 4 and (d) 5× 5. The power correlation between dimensionless flame height and 
dimensionless heat release rate is not the same as the result from Ref. [2], Lf/D∝Q*2/5, for 
square fire source. The power value of 2/3 is appropriate for fire sources configuration 2×2 
and 3×3, and the higher values for 4×4 and 5×5 are obtained not only from experimental 
data, but also numerical results. The reasons are not clear now, but maybe more fire sources 
result in this. From Fig. 5, it is indicated that the numerical results accord well with the 
experimental data. So FDS correctly predicts flame height and temperature distribution with 
height in simulating flame merging behavior in group fires.  
 
The power correlation between dimensionless flame height and dimensionless heat release 
rate, 2/3 or higher values from Fig.5, is believed to be a result of the flame merging effect. It 
is also obvious that the more fire sources cause the higher power values. Comparing Fig. 5(a) 
with Fig. 5(b)-(d), with the same of heat release rate each burner, the more fire sources lead to 
the higher flame height. And with the same of fire sources configuration, the more heat 
release rate also result in the higher flame height. So in order to control the occurrence of 
flame merging behavior in group fire, it is necessary to decrease heat release rate each burner 
and number of fire sources.  
 
Transitional Separation Distance with Frequent Flame Merging 

If separation distance between 
burners S increase keeping the heat 
release rate each burner constant, 
flame will transfer from merged 
flame to flame as single burner. 
This can be demonstrated by Fig. 6, 
dimensionless flame height merged 
Lf/Lm, as a function of 
dimensionless separation distance 
S/D, at four conditions: fire sources 
configuration 2 × 2 with 
dimensionless heat release rate 
Q*=1.5, 3 × 3 with Q*=1.5, 4 × 4 
with Q*=1.5 and 5×5 with Q*=1.0. 
Here, Lm is the flame height with 
no separation at the corresponding 
conditions, and the values of Lm in 
Fig. 6 are 98.12, 116.87, 148.19 
and 138.48cm at 2×2 with Q*=1.5, 

3×3 with Q*=1.5, 4×4 with Q*=1.5 and 5×5 with Q*=1.0, respectively.  
 
It is obvious from Fig. 6 that with the increase of S/D, Lf/Lm decreases, but reaches a certain 
value at a separation distance. In this separation distance, flames are sometimes merged and 
sometimes apart as the flames from a single burner. And so this separation distance is called 
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Fig. 6 Dimensionless flame height merged as a function 
of dimensionless separation distance at four conditions: 
fire sources configuration 2×2 with dimensionless heat 
release rate Q*=1.5, 3 × 3 with Q*=1.5, 4 × 4 with 
Q*=1.5 and 5×5 with Q*=1.0. 
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as transitional separation distance with frequent flame merging. The reason results in this is 
that when separation distance reaches a transitional value, the air entrained by the flame is 
enough to sustain the structure of flame, and so the flame does not lean in and merge together. 
Fig. 6 also shows that the transitional separation distances at various conditions are different. 
The more burners with the same heat release rate each burner lead to the longer transitional 
separation distances, which result in the lower dimensionless flame height. This is because the 
more burners need the more air supply, caused by the longer transitional separation distance. 
Also the lower heat release rate each burner need the less air supply, caused by the shorter 
transitional separation distance. 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
This paper presents the numerical results and experimental data on flame merging behavior in 
group fires. FDS was used to simulate flame merging behavior. Comparisons of flame height 
and temperature distribution with height between numerical results and experimental data 
were carried out. In this paper, the transitional separation distance with frequent flame 
merging was also determined with numerical results. The main conclusions are listed below: 
(1) The power correlation between dimensionless flame height and dimensionless heat release 
rate is Lf/D∝Q*2/3, for square fire sources configuration 2×2 and 3×3, and the power values 
for 4×4 and 5×5 are higher. 
(2) With the same of heat release rate each burner, the more fire sources lead to the higher 
flame height. And the more heat release rate also result in the higher flame height with the 
same of fire sources configuration. 
(3) FDS correctly predicts flame height and temperature distribution with height in simulating 
flame merging behavior in group fires. 
(4) The more burners with the same heat release rate each burner lead to the longer 
transitional separation distances with frequent flame merging, which result in the lower 
dimensionless flame height. 
 
Since FDS can be used to predict flame merging behavior in group fires, to determine the 
details of the merged flame structure with FDS is future work. Why forms merged flame in 
group fire, i.e. the formation mechanism, will be also studied. A simple or empirical model to 
predict the flame height of merged flame is another future work because flame height is an 
important parameter for assessing the fire hazard. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
 
C constant to adjust the stoichiometric mixture for grid size 

pc  specific heat of air (J/kgK) 
D diffusion coefficient (m2/s) 
Dl diffusion coefficient of lth species (m2/s) 
D* the local characteristic length with reference to grid size (m) 

gr  acceleration of gravity (m/s2) 
h enthalpy (J) 
hl enthalpy of lth species (J) 
I radiation intensity (J/m2) 
Ib radiation blackbody intensity (J/m2) 
k thermal conductivity (W/mK) 

lm ′′′&  mass rate per unit volume of lth species (kg/m3s) 

Om ′′′&  mass rate per unit volume of oxygen (kg/m3s) 
p pressure (kg/m2) 

q ′′′&  heat release rate per unit volume (w/m3) 

rqr  radiative heat flux vector (W/m3K) 
s stoichiometric oxygen/fuel mass ratio 
t time (s) 
T temperature (K) 
U integrated radiant intensity (W/m2) 
ur  velocity vector (m/s) 
YF mass fraction of fuel 
Yl mass fraction of lth species 
YO mass fraction of oxygen 
Z mixture fraction 
Zf averaged mixture fraction at flame tip 
Zf,eff effective mixture fraction at flame tip 
Zst stoichiometric mixture fraction at flame tip 

Oh∆  energy released per unit mass oxygen consumed (J/kg) 
κ  absorption coefficient (m-1) 
ρ  density (kg/m3) 
τr  viscous stress tensor (kg/ms2) 
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σ  stenfan-boltzmann constant (J/m2K4) 
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